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A half-wave rectified alternating current
electrochemical method for uranium extraction
from seawater
Chong Liu1, Po-Chun Hsu1, Jin Xie1, Jie Zhao1, Tong Wu1, Haotian Wang2†, Wei Liu1, Jinsong Zhang1,
Steven Chu3,4 and Yi Cui1,5*
In total there is hundreds of times more uranium in sea water than on land, but extracting it for use in nuclear power
generation is challenging due to its low concentration (∼3 ppb) and the high salinity background. Current approaches based
on sorbent materials are limited due to their surface-based physicochemical adsorption nature. Here we use a half-wave
rectified alternating current electrochemical (HW-ACE) method for uranium extraction from sea water based on an amidoximefunctionalized carbon electrode. The amidoxime functionalization enables surface specific binding to uranyl ions, while the
electric field can migrate the ions to the electrode and induce electrodeposition of uranium compounds, forming charge-neutral
species. Extraction is not limited by the electrode surface area, and the alternating manner of the applied voltage prevents
unwanted cations from blocking the active sites and avoids water splitting. The HW-ACE method achieved a ninefold higher
uranium extraction capacity (1,932 mg g−1 ) without saturation and fourfold faster kinetics than conventional physicochemical
methods using uranium-spiked sea water.

N

uclear power is a mature technology capable of providing
electricity on a large scale without greenhouse gas emissions.
It accounted for approximately 20% electricity generation in
the US during 2000 to 2013 and 13% worldwide1,2 . Uranium is the
key element for nuclear fuel, so the mining and recovery of uranium
is of critical importance. Approximately 7.6 million tons of uranium
have been identified on land, whereas there is hundreds of times
more uranium in sea water3–5 . This huge amount of 4.5 billion tons
of uranium in sea water could be used to supply nuclear energy
for thousands of years6 . The uranium resource on land is unevenly
distributed, so developing technology to extract uranium from sea
water would greatly reduce concerns of energy and resource security
in countries that do not possess uranium ore resources within their
own borders. Moreover, extracting uranium from sea water can
potentially reduce the negative environmental impact due to mining
processes used to recover land-based uranium resources. Hence
there is strong motivation to develop cost- and energy-efficient
methods to extract uranium from sea water.
Although the amount of uranium in sea water is massive, the
concentration of uranium is only ∼3 ppb (3 µg l−1 )5 . To extract
uranium from its high salinity background (sea water) is extremely
challenging. The general evaluation criteria for sea water uranium
extraction methods are capacity, kinetics and selectivity. The
current state-of-the-art sorbent materials are amidoxime-based
polymers. The amidoxime polymer sorbents with the highest
capacities reported showed ∼200 mg g−1 capacity in simulated
sea water and 3.9 mg g−1 capacity in marine tests over a period
of 56 days7–9 . To increase the capacity of sorbents, research has

focused on exploring materials with higher surface areas and
better surface properties, including inorganic oxides/sulfides10–14 ,
protein/biomass-based sorbents15,16 , metal–organic frameworks17,18
and carbon-based sorbents19–24 . However, there are three intrinsic
limitations of the physicochemical adsorption methods. First, due
to the low uranium concentration in sea water, the diffusion of
uranyl ions to the surface of the sorbents is slow. Second, the
adsorbed cations are positively charged and thus would reject the
incoming uranyl ions due to Coulomb repulsion, leaving a great
portion of the surface active sites inaccessible (Fig. 1a). Last, other
cations, such as sodium and calcium, have concentrations many
orders of magnitude higher than uranium, which results in strong
competition for adsorption active sites. When undesirable species
are adsorbed onto the sorbent surface, the active sites would be
blocked and reduce the capacity for uranium collection (Fig. 1b).
Here we report the use of the half-wave rectified alternating
current electrochemical (HW-ACE) method to extract uranium
from sea water. The HW-ACE method solves the conventional
drawbacks of physicochemical adsorption by using an electric field
to guide the migration of uranyl ions and increase the collision rate
onto the sorbents, using electrodeposition to neutralize the charged
uranyl ions to avoid Coulomb repulsion, and using an alternating
current to avoid the adsorption of unwanted species as well as
water splitting. We have achieved a uranium extraction capacity
of 1932 mg g−1 using spiked real sea water without observing
capacity saturation. The HW-ACE method also showed fourfold
faster kinetics than physicochemical adsorption. Finally, we have
successfully demonstrated uranium extraction in unspiked real sea
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Figure 1 | Schematics of physicochemical and HW-ACE extraction. a, In physicochemical adsorption systems, Coulomb repulsion can cause incoming ions
to be rejected by the adsorbed charged ions. b, Competition between uranyl ions and other cations reduces the adsorption of uranyl ions and results in
blocking of active sites. c, Physical processes in HW-ACE extraction. In step I, all ions are dispersed in sea water solution in a random manner. In step II,
ions start to migrate according to the external electric field and form an electrical double layer (EDL). Adsorbed uranyl ions can specifically bind to the
electrode surface. In step III, adsorbed uranyl ions can be reduced to charge-neutral species such as UO2 . In step IV, when the bias is removed, other ions
without specific binding will be rejected to the solution again. In step V, the adsorption and electrodeposition of uranyl ions continues and causes growth of
bigger UO2 particles.

water. The uranium mass extracted by the HW-ACE method was
nearly three times that of physicochemical adsorption.

HW-ACE extraction method

The details of the HW-ACE method to extract uranium from sea
water are shown in Fig. 1c. An amidoxime-functionalized electrode
was used because amidoxime can provide chelation sites that preferably bind to uranyl ions (UO2 2+ )25,26 . In HW-ACE extraction an
alternating voltage is applied to a C-Ami electrode. The voltage
alternates between a negative value and zero with equal duration.
The amplitude and frequency can tuned to maximize the extraction performance. The HW-ACE uranium extraction process is
explained in five steps in the schematics. In step I, all the ions are
randomly distributed in the aqueous solution. In step II, when the
negative bias is applied, cations and anions start to migrate under the
influence of the external electric field and form an electrical double
layer (EDL) on the surface of the amidoxime electrode. (The physical process in the counter electrode is not included for simplicity).
The uranyl ions in the inner layer of the EDL can form chelation
binding to the electrode surface. In step III, uranium species can
be further reduced and electrodeposited as charge-neutral species,
such as UO2 . When the bias is removed, in step IV, only the uranyl
ions and the electrodeposited UO2 are left attached to the electrode
surface. Other ions without specific binding are redistributed on the
electrode surface and release the surface active sites. As the cycle
2

repeats (step V), further uranyl ions attach to the electrode surface
and the deposited UO2 can grow into bigger particles.
To demonstrate this idea, the amidoxime electrode was first
fabricated by coating a conductive carbon felt substrate with a blend
slurry of polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and activated carbon. The carbon
felt substrate is highly conductive, with a fibre diameter of ∼20 µm
and a pore size ranging from tens to hundreds of micrometres. The
function of the nano-size activated carbon (30–50 nm in diameter)
is to increase the electrode surface area and, more importantly,
to enhance the electrical contact of the amidoxime polymer. PAN
was used as a precursor for amidoxime synthesis. A hydrothermal
reaction was followed to substitute the nitrile functional groups
with amidoxime functional groups (Supplementary Fig. 1)27 . The
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image in Fig. 2a shows the
morphology of the C-Ami electrode. The enlarged SEM image in
Fig. 2b shows that the carbon felt fibres were covered with a slurry
coating of activated carbon and amidoxime. The inset of Fig. 2b
shows that the coating itself is also porous, with pore sizes ranging
from tens to hundreds of nanometres. These hierarchical pores allow
efficient uranyl ion transport and maximize the usage of amidoxime
active sites. The existence of amidoxime was confirmed by Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and the results are shown
in Fig. 2c. In the spectrum, peaks at 3,100–3,300 cm−1 , 1,635 cm−1 ,
1,572 cm−1 and 912 cm−1 represent O–H, C=N, N–H and N–O
groups in amidoxime, respectively27 .
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Figure 2 | C-Ami electrode characterization and visualization of the extraction difference between the physicochemical and HW-ACE methods. a, SEM
image showing the morphology of the C-Ami electrode. b, SEM image showing the surface of the C-Ami electrode with activated carbon and amidoxime
polymer. Inset shows the porous structure of the surface coating at a higher magnification. c, FTIR spectra of the C-Ami electrode. d, Cyclic
voltammograms of uranyl-nitrate-spiked real sea water with concentrations of 10 ppm and 1,000 ppm compared to pristine, unspiked real sea water. e, The
schematic shows the patterned electrode comprising parallel Pt lines on an insulating quartz substrate with a thin layer of amidoxime polymer on top. The
corresponding SEM image is also shown. Pt and U EDX element analysis maps on the patterned Pt electrode coated with amidoxime thin film show that the
uranium distribution matches the Pt pattern, indicating better extraction efficiency of the HW-ACE method than the traditional physicochemical method.
The scale is the same for all images.

The electrochemical characteristics of uranium was studied using
cyclic voltammetry (CV), to investigate the uranyl species present
during the electrodeposition process. The CV scan curves of real
sea water spiked with 10 ppm and 1,000 ppm uranyl nitrate are
shown in Fig. 2d, in comparison with unspiked real sea water.
All sea water used was filtered through a 0.2-µm filter to remove
any microorganisms. In the case of filtered sea water, there was
no obvious reduction/oxidation peak, so the peaks appearing in
the scan curves of 10 ppm and 1,000 ppm uranyl nitrate can be
identified solely as uranium reduction/oxidation reactions. Both
10 ppm and 1,000 ppm uranyl solutions showed a peak at −1.41 V
(versus SCE), which represents the reduction of U (VI) to U (V)28–32 .
As for the oxidation reaction, a peak at −0.36 V (versus SCE) for U
(V) to U (VI) was observed. The U (V), appearing as UO2 + after
reduction, can further disproportionate into U (VI) and U (IV)
automatically28 . This is consistent with the fact that the reduction
peak of U (VI) to U (V) has a much greater magnitude than the
reverse oxidation peak of U (V) to U (VI) because some of the U
(V) became U (IV) after formation. Among these three forms of
uranium, only U (IV) is insoluble in water and would precipitate out
as immobilized UO2 onto the electrode surface. The electrochemical
characterization data confirmed that, with a reducing current, all
the U (VI) ions would finally be extracted out as U (IV) in neutral
oxide species.
The advantages of the HW-ACE method in comparison to
physicochemical adsorption were directly visualized. A patterned
electrode of parallel Pt lines was fabricated by photolithography
on an insulating quartz substrate, as shown in Fig. 2e. A thin

layer of amidoxime polymer was coated on top of the patterned
electrode. The amidoxime in contact with the bottom Pt lines
would be in HW-ACE extraction, while the remaining lines
represent physicochemical adsorption. The HW-ACE extraction
parameters were investigated using a C-Ami electrode under
different bias voltages and HW-AC frequencies (Supplementary
Fig. 2–4). Finally, a square wave with voltages of −5–0 V and a
frequency of 400 Hz was chosen based on its fast kinetics and
minimum water splitting. After 12 h of extraction, the electrode
was characterized by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
mapping. The Pt and U element mapping showed that the uranium
distribution on the electrode followed the pattern of the Pt, which
indicates that the HW-ACE method can extract more uranium than
physicochemical adsorption.

Extraction performance in uranium-spiked sea water

To quantitatively evaluate the uranium extraction performance, a
series of extraction experiments were conducted, the data of which
are shown in Fig. 3a–f and Supplementary Fig. 5. The results
reflect the difference in capacity and kinetics between extraction
with and without a bias. For the results using real sea water
(Half Moon Bay, California, USA) as background solution, the
initial concentrations of uranyl ions were ∼150 ppb, ∼1.5 ppm,
∼15 ppm, ∼400 ppm, ∼1,000 ppm and ∼2,000 ppm in the six
cases. C-Ami was used as the working electrode and graphite
rod as the counter electrode. In all cases, the HW-AC voltage
used was −5 V to 0 V with a frequency of 400 Hz. The amount
of uranium extracted on C-Ami was evaluated over 24 h. In all
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Figure 3 | HW-ACE uranium extraction performance using spiked real sea water. a–f, Uranium extraction from spiked real sea water using the HW-ACE
method compared to the physicochemical method with initial uranium concentrations of ∼150 ppb (a), ∼1.5 ppm (b), ∼15 ppm (c), ∼400 ppm (d),
∼1,000 ppm (e) and ∼2,000 ppm (f). g, Photo of spiked sea water solutions (initial uranium concentration of ∼1,000 ppm) after 24 h of extraction using
the HW-ACE and physicochemical methods.

six cases, the mass of uranium extracted by HW-ACE extraction
was greater than that from physicochemical adsorption, and
the difference became larger with a higher initial concentration.
Moreover, for an initial concentration of ∼1,000 ppm and above,
physicochemical adsorption showed saturation at a capacity of
200–220 mg g−1 (g kg−1 ). In sharp contrast, HW-ACE extraction
showed no saturation even at the highest initial concentration tested,
which gave an extraction capacity of 1,932 mg g−1 (g kg−1 ) and an
extraction efficiency of 99.4%. This high extraction capacity by
the HW-ACE extraction was approximately nine times higher than
that of physicochemical adsorption. This large capacity difference
can be directly identified from the appearance of the uranium sea
water solution after extraction. Fig. 3g shows an image of uranium
sea water solutions after 24 h of extraction in both HW-ACE
and physicochemical extraction, starting with an initial uranyl
concentration of ∼1,000 ppm. Initially, the solutions appeared to
be yellow colour. After extraction, the sea water solution using
HW-ACE extraction turned completely clear without any trace of
yellow colour. However, in the case of physicochemical adsorption,
the yellow colour remained. The C-Ami electrode used in HW-ACE
extraction showed no observable damage after use (Supplementary
Fig. 6). The extraordinary difference in extraction performance
also showed up in the low initial concentration case. Uranium
sea water solution with a concentration of 1 ppm was refreshed
using either physicochemical or HW-ACE extraction every 24 h
(Supplementary Fig. 7). Physicochemical adsorption started to show
a decay in extraction efficiency after the second feed, and at the
tenth feed the extraction efficiency dropped to 47.3%. In contrast,
HW-ACE extraction maintained a high extraction efficiency—on
average 99.0% throughout the entire ten cycles. All these results
confirm that the HW-ACE method achieved better extraction
capacity. If this were carried out with high coulombic efficiency,
it could be cost-competitive for real applications (Supplementary
Discussion). Besides a much higher capacity, HW-ACE extraction
also gave a faster kinetics. The extraction kinetics was analysed
for both HW-ACE extraction and physicochemical adsorption with
an initial concentration of 1 ppm. Both first-order and secondorder reactions were fitted to the experimental data based on the
concentration of uranyl ions in the sea water solution, as shown
in Supplementary Fig. 8. The experimental data for HW-ACE
4

extraction and physicochemical adsorption both showed better
fitting to second-order reaction kinetics. The reaction rate in
HW-ACE extraction is approximately four times faster than that of
physicochemical adsorption according to a second-order reaction
fitting. The quantitative analysis on uranium extraction proved that
HW-ACE extraction not only achieved a much higher capacity but
also faster kinetics.

Extracted uranium species identification

The extracted uranium species were further characterized to study
the HW-ACE extraction mechanism. First, the morphologies of the
extracted uranium after 24 h of extraction under both HW-ACE
and physicochemical extraction using an initial concentration
of 1,000 ppm were characterized by SEM (images are shown in
Fig. 4a–d). In the HW-ACE extraction case, the C-Ami electrode
was fully covered with micrometre-sized particles (Fig. 4a,b). The
micrometre-sized particles appear to be identical, with layered
structures and square shapes. However, the appearance of the
C-Ami without bias in the physicochemical adsorption did not show
much change from the C-Ami before adsorption (Figs 4c,d and
2b). The surface of the C-Ami was smooth without any precipitate formation. This agrees with hypothesis that, in the case of
HW-ACE extraction, uranyl ions will be electrodeposited onto the
C-Ami electrode, forming charge-neutral oxide species. Through
XRD characterization (Fig. 4e), the micrometre-sized particles on
the C-Ami electrode surface were identified as (UO2 )O2 · 2H2 O
species (JCPDS 01-081-9033). This is also known as metastudtite,
one of the two existing uranium peroxide species33,34 . However,
in the previous electrochemical characterization, the uranyl ions
were proposed to be electrodeposited onto the negative electrode
to form UO2 . The inconsistency of the electrodeposited species led
to further exploration on the HW-ACE deposition process. The first
recorded discovery of uranium peroxides was on the surface of UO2
from nuclear waste, where the formation of (UO2 )O2 · xH2 O was
due to the reaction of UO2 with H2 O2 35,36 . During the HW-ACE
extraction, there could be H2 O2 generation from the reduction
of the dissolved oxygen on the negative electrode. To check this
hypothesis, HW-ACE extraction of uranium in air and in N2 was
compared and Raman spectroscopy was used to identify the uranium species. Uranyl ions in sea water solution, UO2 (NO3 )2 salt, and
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Figure 4 | HW-ACE extraction mechanism study and extracted uranium species analysis. a,b, SEM images showing the C-Ami electrode fully covered by
particles after 24 h of HW-ACE extraction with an initial uranium concentration of 1,000 ppm. The higher-magnification SEM image (b) shows the
morphology of the electrodeposited particles. c,d, SEM images showing the morphology of the C-Ami electrode after 24 h of extraction by the
physicochemical method with an initial uranium concentration of 1,000 ppm. e, (Top) XRD pattern of the C-Ami electrode after 24 h of HW-ACE
extraction. (Bottom) XRD peaks from reference (UO2 )O2 · 2H2 O (JCPDS 01-081-9033) f, Comparison of Raman spectra of the C-Ami electrodes after
24 h of HW-ACE extraction in both air and N2 environments, and after 24 h of extraction by the physicochemical method, against uranyl nitrate salt (solid)
and uranyl nitrate sea water solution. g,h, SEM images showing the morphology of the C-Ami electrode after 24 h of extraction by the HW-ACE method in
a N2 atmosphere with an initial uranium concentration of 1,000 ppm.

physicochemical adsorbed uranium were characterized by Raman
spectroscopy as controls. From the results (Fig. 4f), it can be seen
that all the control samples showed a characteristic peak from
U6+ at ∼483 cm−1 (refs 37,38). For the HW-ACE extraction in air,
two peaks at 822 and 868 cm−1 indicate that the uranium species
were uranium peroxide, (UO2 )O2 · xH2 O38 . This is consistent with
the XRD result. When HW-ACE extraction was performed in a
N2 atmosphere without O2 , Raman spectroscopy showed different
peaks at 439, 732 and 1,151 cm−1 , which belong to UO2 37,38 . This
is consistent with the prediction from the electrochemical characterization. The Raman results revealed that, during HW-ACE
extraction, uranyl ions adsorbed onto C-Ami were first electrochemically reduced to UO2 , which then reacted with the H2 O2
generated from the oxygen reduction reaction, so the final extracted
uranium species became (UO2 )O2 · xH2 O. Indeed, the UO2 species
from HW-ACE extraction under a N2 atmosphere showed a different morphology than (UO2 )O2 · 2H2 O, as shown in Fig. 4g,h.
The particles attached were spherical with diameters of 50–100 nm.
These UO2 particles were found to be in an amorphous phase by
XRD characterization. From the analysis of the extracted uranium
species, it can be concluded that whether the recovered uranium
becomes UO2 or (UO2 )O2 · 2H2 O depends on the water oxygen
level. In real applications of sea water uranium extraction, this
is determined by the depth in the sea. The extracted U species

difference was also confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) characterization (Supplementary Fig. 9). Nevertheless, either
UO2 or (UO2 )O2 · 2H2 O are charge-neutral oxide species and could
facilitate further electrodeposition to ensure a much larger extraction capacity than the physicochemical adsorption method.

Extraction performance in unspiked real sea water

The HW-ACE method was investigated using real sea water without
additional uranium to demonstrate its realistic application. The
concentration in the real sea water was tested to be ∼3.0 ppb
after filtration through a 0.2-µm filter to remove particles and
microorganisms. Flow systems were used to measure the U uptake
by both HW-ACE and physicochemical adsorption methods. Four
litres of sea water was flowed and the U concentration in the
effluent was monitored as a function of the volume of water.
The accumulated mass of U was plotted with respect to the
water volume (Fig. 5a). As shown in the result, after flowing 4 l
of sea water, the uptake of U was 1.62 µg and 0.56 µg for the
HW-ACE and physicochemical adsorption methods, respectively.
The U uptake was three times greater in the case of HW-ACE
extraction compared to physicochemical adsorption. To accumulate
more U for characterization afterwards, an additional 12 l of real
sea water was flowed through each system. The morphology of
the C-Ami electrodes in both HW-ACE and physicochemical
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adsorption was characterized by SEM, as shown in Supplementary
Fig. 10. In the HW-ACE case, the morphology of the electrode
did not change much and a few nanoparticles can be observed
on the surface of the electrode. To confirm the extraction of U
and to obtain the elemental distribution, nanoscale secondary ion
mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS) was used to map the electrode
surface. For the HW-ACE extraction case, the C and U mappings
are shown in Fig. 5b,c. The C signal represents the position
of the electrode. As can be seen from the mapping, the U
distribution followed the pattern of C, which demonstrated its
universal existence on the C-Ami electrode surface. Some spots on
the electrode showed higher concentrations of U at a resolution
of ∼200 nm, which could potentially be due to particle formation.
In contrast, because much less U was extracted in the case of
physicochemical adsorption, no strong U signal was observed.
The nanoSIMS results prove the successful extraction of U by the
HW-ACE method. In addition, the kinetics was also evaluated
based on real sea water extraction results (Supplementary Fig. 11)
using a stationary system. The decrease of U concentration was
monitored. On the basis of a second-order reaction fitting, the
reaction rate in the HW-ACE case was 2.5 times that of the
physicochemical adsorption case. These results prove that in
real sea water uranium extraction, the HW-ACE method shows
both higher extraction capacity and also higher kinetics than
physicochemical adsorption.

Performance with competing ions and desorption

Besides capacity and kinetics, HW-ACE extraction showed high
performance for U extraction in the presence of competing ions.
Using a solution of uranium spiked in real sea water with an
initial concentration of ∼1 ppm and in the presence of competing
ions (V, Cu and Fe) of the same concentration, the U extraction
was investigated. The results are shown in Supplementary Figs 12
and 13. The extraction efficiencies of U, Na and Ca are 78.6%,
1.5% and 1.4% for HW-ACE extraction and 58.5%, 1.2% and
0.9% for physicochemical adsorption, as shown in Supplementary
Fig. 13. This result proves that the HW-ACE method yields high
extraction of U relative to sodium and calcium from the amidoxime
functional group. For the competing ions, V and Fe did not
show much difference in extraction efficiency using either the
6

HW-ACE or physicochemical methods. Cu ions in the HW-ACE
case showed an increase in extraction of 9% compared to the
physicochemical adsorption method. The greatest enhancement
was observed for uranium, with the fraction of extracted ions
increasing from 58.5% to 78.6% on using HW-ACE extraction. At
a similar concentration, the extraction preference ratios (compared
by extraction percentage) of U to V, Fe and Cu are 0.93, 1.12 and
0.69 in the physicochemical adsorption case and 1.30, 1.47 and 0.84
in the HW-ACE case. These results showed that the selectivities of
U relative to other ions are higher in the HW-ACE case than in the
physicochemical adsorption case. This enhancement of U selectivity
could be due to the alternating nature of the electric field which
could remove unwanted species.
Finally, desorption was conducted to evaluate the percentage
of uranium recovered. In traditional physicochemical adsorption,
uranyl ions adsorbed on the amidoxime polymer surfaces can be
eluted by both Na2 CO3 and HCl solution with a concentration of
0.1 M. As shown in Supplementary Fig. 14 (cases A and B), Na2 CO3
(A) and HCl (B) solution can recover 75.6% and 76.0% of uranyl
ions after a single cycle of elution. Whereas in the case of HW-ACE
extraction, the uranium species attached onto amidoxime polymer
surfaces are UO2 or (UO2 )O2 · 2H2 O, they can only be eluted by HCl
solution with a concentration of 0.1 M. As shown in Supplementary
Fig. 14 (case C), 0.1 M Na2 CO3 was used as the elution solution
and only 21.6% of uranium can be recovered. Even with a reverse
bias (case D), the total uranium recovered is 46.9%. The highest
recovery of uranium from HW-ACE extraction was using 0.1 M
HCl as elution solution (case F) and with an applied reverse bias.
The desorption efficiency was 96.2%. If no reverse bias was applied
the desorption efficiency was 82.0% (case E). Therefore, with the
optimal desorption condition, 96.2% uranium can be recovered. The
desorption of other ions was also evaluated. Using 0.1 M HCl with
reverse bias, 90.0%, 91.4% and 97.3% of V, Fe and Cu, respectively,
can be recovered (Supplementary Fig. 15). The elution process did
not damage the C-Ami electrode and the electrode was reused
for three cycles with no observation of extraction capacity loss
(Supplementary Fig. 16).

Conclusions

In summary, we designed a method using a half-wave rectified
alternating current to electrochemically extract uranium from
sea water. This HW-ACE method can overcome the limitations
of traditional physicochemical adsorption and simultaneously
achieve high extraction capacity, fast kinetics, and high selectivity.
Compared to physicochemical adsorption, this HW-ACE extraction
method using C-Ami electrode showed a ninefold higher extraction
capacity of 1,932 mg g−1 and a fourfold faster kinetics. After
desorption, 96.2% or uranium can be recovered. This technology
showed great potential for efficiently and cost-effectively mining U
from sea water. Further optimization of the electrode material and
operation system could also enhance its scalability.

Methods

C-Ami electrode fabrication. Carbon felt (Alfa Aesar, 99.0%) was cut into 1 cm2
circular shapes as electrode substrates. Polyacrylonitrile (Sigma-Aldrich,
molecular weight ∼150,000), activated carbon was suspended into
N,N -dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent at a mass ratio of 1:1:30. The solution
was stirred overnight to form a uniform slurry. The carbon felt substrate was then
dip-coated with the slurry and air-dried on a hotplate (70 ◦ C). Then the coated
electrode was put into a water bath (25 ml) stabilized at 70 ◦ C. 80 mg ml−1
hydroxylamine hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%) and 60 mg ml−1 sodium
carbonate were added into the water bath quickly and the reaction was allowed to
proceed for 90 min (ref. 27). After the reaction, the electrode was washed with
deionized water and air-dried in a furnace (80 ◦ C) for use.
Material characterization. Cyclic voltammetry of the C-Ami electrode was
carried out using a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode
and a graphite rod (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.995%) as the counter electrode. The scan
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rate was 1 mV s−1 . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Nova NanoSEM 450)
with beam energies of 5 kV and 15 kV was used for imaging and EDX mapping,
respectively. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Nicolet iS50) was
carried out in the attenuated total reflectance mode. Raman spectroscopy
(WITEC Raman spectrometer) was conducted using a 532 nm excitation laser.
XRD (PANalytical Material Research Diffractometer) was carried out using Cu
Kα radiation. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, SSI SProbe XPS
spectrometer) was carried out using an Al (Kα) source. Nanoscale secondary ion
mass spectrometry (nanoSIMS, CAMECA) was used for element mapping with a
lateral resolution of ∼200 nm. For EDX characterization, interdigitated Pt
electrodes were prepared by means of a typical lithographic technology. A 1 µm
Shipley 3612 Photoresist was first spin-coated on quartz wafers, followed by
exposure and development. Hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was used as an
adhesion promoter to help the resist stick to the wafer surface. Subsequently, a
metal layer of Pt with a thickness of 100 nm was deposited on the wafer by means
of an e-gun/beam evaporator (Kurt J. Lesker Company). The photoresist was then
removed in acetone. The Pt lines are 30 µm in diameter.
Uranium extraction experiment. Spiked uranium solutions were made by
dissolving uranyl nitrate salt (VWR, reagent grade) into real sea water collected
from Half Moon Bay (California, USA) to different concentrations. The sea water
used was filtered through a 0.2-µm filter to remove particles and microorganisms.
During HW-ACE extraction, a C-Ami electrode was used as the negative
electrode and a graphite rod as the positive electrode. In each adsorption
experiment, 15 ml of spiked uranium solution was used. The uranium
concentration was measured by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(ICP-MS). The absorbed uranium mass was calculated by comparing the uranium
concentration difference before and after adsorption. For HW-ACE extraction in
a N2 atmosphere, the beaker was sealed with spiked uranium solution, with the
C-Ami and graphite rod electrodes immersed in it, and with electrical
connections left out. Before extraction, N2 was flowed into the beaker overnight
to remove dissolved oxygen. The N2 purging continued until the extraction
finished. For the long-term flow experiment, unspiked real sea water after 0.2-µm
filtration was used. A C-Ami electrode (1 cm2 ) was used as the negative electrode
and C felt (1 cm2 ) was used as the positive electrode. These two electrodes were
placed in parallel with a tissue paper between as a separator. In the case of
HW-ACE extraction, an a.c. voltage of −5 V to 0 V was used with a frequency of
400 Hz. For physicochemical adsorption, no voltage was applied. The filtration
rate was maintained at 0.1 cm s−1 .
Data availability. The data that support the plots within this paper and other
findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request.
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